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1

dawn Saturday until dawn on Sunday and 1 pm to 5 pm every Sunday.

What time do we host LARP?

Live Action Role Play (LARP) is an interactive role-playing game in 

which you portray a character through physical action, in costume, 

and with props. Park Hills Live Action Role Players (PHLARP) is a 

unique version of LARP that originated in the town of Park Hills, 

Missouri in 2012. We are a medieval fantasy themed LARP where you 

will engage in unscripted combat against other Phlarpers using 

foam covered LARP "weapons" . The rules of combat and 

engagement are very clearly laid out in the following chapters, but 

keep in mind our game is designed to be played without you ever 

having to physically touch other players with your body, to be 

played without you having to spontaneously do vast amounts of 

math, and also to create a environment that facilitates your 

immersion as completely as possible so that regardless of your past 

experiences with LARP you can participate and have a fun and 

memorable time. We want you to create friendships, relationships, 

and memories that will last a life time. We host LARP at Columbia 

Park in Park Hills, Missouri, every Sunday from 1pm until 5pm.

2

At the very least, it will not work, and at the most, it will kill you.

What will happen if you try to use an ability in a way that isn't 

covered by the rules?

You cannot attempt to deliberately misinterpret rules or the 

mechanics of abilities. If you are unclear on how an ability works or 

whether an ability can be used in a particular way you must first ask 

a Marshall before attempting to try or it will not work.

3

15

What is the minimum age limit at PHLARP?

You must be 15 years of age or older in order to participate in 

PHLARP. If you are 18 years of age or older you must sign a waiver 

and present an ID. If you are under 18 years of age you must have 

your parent/guardian sign a waiver and have them present an ID.
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4 Roll again

In an effort to remain grammatically consistent our rules and 

abilities commonly use the pronoun "He", also many event names and 

various other labels within PHLARP have grown to have male 

oriented labels such as "man" or "king" in them, however, PHLARP is 

not meant to be exclusively appealing to any one gender so please 

forgive any subsequent instances of this scenario and we hope that 

this not deter you from enjoying our game.

5 Roll again

In an effort to facilitate the process of our Players projecting 

themselves into the world of PHLARP our rules and abilities do not 

always differentiate between you, as in "you" the Player, or you, as 

in "you" your character, however, if you need clarification about a 

particular rule or ability please ask a Marshall or an Organizer.

6

you must stop moving and disengage from all combat until you hear 

a Marshal shout "Unpausing in 3, 2, 1, Un-pause!” or until you receive 

further instructions from a Marshall.

How should you react when a Marshall calls "Pause!"?

The Marshalls within PHLARP are the equivalent of referees. If you 

hear a Marshall shout "Pause!" then you must stop moving and 

disengage from all combat until you hear a Marshal shout 

"Unpausing in 3, 2, 1, Un-pause!” or until you receive further 

instructions from a Marshall.
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7

you must stop moving and disengage from all combat and echo the 

call, until you, or someone, alerts a Marshall of the emergency and 

you have received further instructions. If you are not directly 

involved in an emergency you must stay where you are until the 

emergency is resolved, or until you receive further instructions 

from a Marshall.

How should you react when you hear the call "emergency!"?

If you see someone that appears to be in need of medical attention 

or you observe any potentially dangerous aspect (such as broken 

glass laying on the battlefield that someone may get hurt by) you 

must shout "Emergency!" and if you hear this shouted you must stop 

moving and disengage from all combat and echo the call, until you, 

or someone, alerts a Marshall of the emergency and you have 

received further instructions. If you are not directly involved in an 

emergency you must stay where you are until the emergency is 

resolved, or until you receive further instructions from a Marshall.

8

You must consider whatever location you were struck in as damaged.

How should you react when you receive damage?

You must meet certain unique conditions and prerequisites in order 

to perform abilities and to trigger certain game mechanics. You must 

also react in specific ways when you receive "damage", effects from 

abilities, or if you meet the criteria of certain game mechanics. If you 

fail to reasonably do so then you will not be considered a 

participating player until your full participation has been confirmed 

by a Marshall and such an instance may result in disciplinary action 

being taken against you.
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9

It means they want  you to engage in dialogue with them as your 

character.

If a player asks you if what you are saying is Babylonian, what does it 

mean?

Once you log in everything that you say is considered to be from 

your character's perspective unless you place your middle and your 

index finger together on your chest or together in the air while you 

speak, additionally, if your character has an easily distinguishable 

accent you can stop performing your accent to speak out of 

character. If it is obvious that you are speaking out of character 

because you are using language that is too modern or otherwise 

generally foreign to our characters, including most commonly 

used profanity, then other Players that are attempting to not break 

character will not understand you and instead will pretend to 

believe that you are speaking Babylonian. If you are prompted by a 

Player to engage with you as their character in this way then you 

must comply or he can ignore you, within reason, as you are  not 

considered to be a participant until your full participation has been 

confirmed by a Marshall and such an instance may result in 

disciplinary action being taken against you.

10

Meta-Gaming.

If your character is making use of knowledge that you as a player 

are aware of but that your character is not meant to be aware of 

what is this called?

You cannot Meta-Game. Meta Gaming is defined as an out of 

character action where your character makes use of knowledge 

that you are aware of but that your character is not meant to be 

aware of.

11

Weapon, Shield, packet, arrow, item, or, resource.

name three things that count towards the maximum number of things 

that you can carry with your hands and arms at one time?

You cannot carry more than one Weapon, Shield, packet, arrow, 

item, resource, etc. in each one of your undamaged arms.
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1

2"

What is the minimum depth of foam that must be on any weapon tip 

that you intend to deliver damage with?

Any surface of your melee weapon that you intend on attempting to 

strike an enemy with must be covered in at least 1/2" of foam and 

any core tip of your melee weapon that you intend on attempting to 

strike an enemy with must be covered in at least 2" of foam. We 

suggest your pommels or handles be covered in foam too, but you 

cannot deliver damage with them.

2

Whatever they say judge if their method would be considered 

permissible given the associated rule

How do you safely cap a core of any kind? Or, if they have a 

homemade weapon, then how has it been capped?

The core of your melee weapon must be made of PVC, electrical 

conduit, bamboo, or a graphite golf club (with the head cut 

smoothly off) and the tips of your core must be safely capped. If the 

core of your melee weapon is made of PVC or conduit, it must have 

an appropriately sized, factory made cap, secured on each end of it. 

If your melee weapon is made of a bamboo or graphite core it must be 

capped with a rubber chair leg tip and it must be secured with a 

strong adhesive such as Gorilla Glue. If your melee weapon is made 

of a graphite core it can also be capped by first sliding 2” of a 3” 

tightly fitting rubber hose over the end of it, then by filling the 

remaining hose with hot glue, and finally by wrapping a reinforcing 

layer of duck tape around the tube, at the point where, inside the 

tube, the end of the core meets the hot glue.

3

What are the three steps for implementing a new weapon 

categorization PHLARP

Is there a process for introducing new or uncategorized weapons 

into PHLARP?

If you have an idea for constructing an unusual weapon you must 

first explain your idea to the Blacksmith in order to be relatively 

sure it will be even considered for implementation within PHLARP 

and also keep in mind that even if it is, it may not be wieldable by your 

character's Class, fantasy race, or level. Next, after crafting a 

prototype of your weapon, you, the Blacksmith, and the organizers 

must test your weapon extensively. Finally, after all modifications 

and considerations have been made, the game organizers will decide 

whether or not your weapon will be implemented at all, and how and 

when it can be implemented.
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4

4-14"

What is the minimum and maximum width , depth, and height of a 

thrown weapon?

Your Thrown weapon must be a minimum of 4"and a maximum of 14" in 

height, width, and depth, it must be constructed out of only foam 

and tape, and it can be weighted with only birdseed.

5

.25lb - .5lb

What is the minimum and maximum weight of a thrown weapon?

Your Thrown weapon must weigh between .25lb and .5lb

6

Whatever they say judge if their method would be considered 

permissible given the associated rule.

What is a reasonably safe way to construct a shield?

Your shield or buckler must be constructed out of reasonably safe 

materials only, such as cardboard, foam, tape, etc.

7

12.5' around the perimeter.

What is the maximum size of a shield?

Your shield must not have a perimeter larger than 12.5'.

8

Never.

When is it appropiate to strike another player with your shield?

You cannot wield your shield as a weapon or contact another 

Player's body with it.

9

Whatever they say judge if their method would be considered 

permissible given the associated rule.

What is an example of a bow that can be used at PHLARP?

You can create a inexpensive LARP bow by running a piece of 

paracord through a 5' length of 3/4" electrical conduit and then 

tying the cord to itself in a tight enough loop that it causes the 

conduit to bow.
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10

5-6'

What is the minimum and maximum length of a wizard's staff

If you are a Wizard and you choose to fight with a staff then your 

staff must be 4-6' in overall length and any part of it that you intend 

on attempting to strike an enemy with must be covered in at least 

1/2" of foam and any core tip that intend on attempting to strike an 

enemy with must be covered in at least 2' of foam.

11

It is spent and has no effect.

What happens if your packet strikes an opponent but the tail does 

not unfurl?

Ability Packets must be constructed using a tennis ball wrapped in 

cloth that has a tail of at least 10". The tail can be balled up upon 

throwing your packets but if the tail does not unfurl during flight 

then your ability is spent and has no effect.
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1

By their overall length.

How are melee weapons categorized at PHLARP?

Melee weapons are categorized by their overall length.

2

A dagger.

What is a melee weapon that is 18" long categorized as?

Melee weapons that are under 20" long are categorized as Dagger 

weapons.

3

An Off Handed weapon.

What is a melee weapon that is 27" long categorized as?

Melee weapons that are 20-30" long are categorized as Off-handed 

weapons.

4

A One Handed Weapon.

What is a melee weapon that is 35" long categorized as?

Melee weapons that are 31-40" long are categorized as One-handed 

weapons.

5

A Two Handed weapon.

What is a melee weapon that is 48" long categorized as?

Melee weapons that are 41-50" long are categorized as Two-handed 

weapons.

6

An Exotic weapon.

What is a melee weapon that is 8' long categorized as?

Melee weapons that are longer than 50” are categorized as Exotic 

weapons and they must have at least an inch of two different 

colors meeting 1/3 of the way up their weapon's handle to indicate 

the area that they cannot put their hands beyond.

7

No.

Can you throw melee weapons?

You cannot throw melee weapons.

8

25lbs.

What is the maximum lbs that a bow can be?

You can generally wield any bow that you buy as long as it does not 

have a draw weight of over 25 lbs., although it still must be 

approved by the Blacksmith.
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9

You must take the hand that was struck off the weapon but you do 

not have to drop it.

What should you do if  your arm becomes damaged while both of 

your hands are grasping your weapon?

You can wield an Off-handed weapon or a One-handed weapon with 

one or both of your hands grasping it, however if you are grasping 

anything with only one hand and you receive damage to that arm or 

hand then you must immediately drop it. If you wish to continue to 

wield or carry a dropped object then you must recover it from the 

ground with an undamaged hand.

10

You can't.

How do you create arrows that you can use at PHLARP?

You can only use PHLARP arrows which can be purchased for 3-5$ 

per arrow. You cannot create your own arrows but you can use 

LARP arrows that you buy factory-made that are stated as safe for 

boffer LARPs, although they still must be approved by the 

Blacksmith.

11

mark them in a distinct way.

How can you improve your chances of getting your arrows back if 

you lose them at PHLARP?

You should mark your arrows so that you can identify them, 

however, all normal arrows tips must remain black/grey. If you 

lose arrows at PHLARP and a Marshall recovers them you must pay 

a copper per arrow that you claim.

12

not unless it has been foamed and approved by the blacksmith.

Can you defend with a Bow?

You cannot defend with a Bow until it has been properly foamed, and 

approved specifically for defending with, by the Blacksmith.

13

no.

Can we guarantee that if you buy a  weapon that is supposed to be 

useable at a LARP game, that it will be allowed?

If you buy a weapon, even if it is specifically made for a combat LARP,  

it still must be approved by the Blacksmith.
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1

choose a Class and Variation, Fantasy Race, Name, write an origin 

story for your character and read it aloud in the Tavern as your 

character, and complete the Request for Recruitment quest

What are the 5 things you need to surpass Squire?

If you are new to PHLARP you are considered a Squire and once you 

surpass the rank of Squire by choosing a Class and Variation, 

Fantasy Race, Name, writing an origin story for your character and 

reading it aloud in the Tavern as your character, and completing the 

Request for Recruitment quest, you can never be a Squire again.

2

your character must lose consciousness while on a boat at the end 

of their origin story and they must come from a mediaeval fantasy 

setting

What are the limitations of your character's origin story?

The setting of your character's origin story must be fictional, your 

character's origin story must be fairly original, your character 

must have an original name, and finally, your character must lose 

consciousness while on a boat at the end of their origin story. All 

of the characters who are in PHLARP share this same experience at 

the end of their origin stories (Read chapter 2 for more info).

3

while worn, will allow you to become immune to all abilities that are 

above 1st level.

What does an ancient crown of magic nullification do when worn?

As a Squire you will receive an Ancient Crown of Magical 

Nullification which, while worn, will allow you to become immune to 

all abilities that are above 1st level.

4

no

If you create a new or second character can you wear the crown of 

magic nullification again?

Once you achieve 2nd level you must begin honoring all abilities 

above 1st level because you cannot wear your Ancient Crown of 

Magical Nullification any longer even if you create additional 

characters.
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5

no

Can a squire wield a shield and a thrown weapon?

As a Squire you can wield any one of the following weapon 

combinations; Any one weapon of unlimited length, up to a One-

handed (40") length weapon in conjunction with a shield, up to a One-

handed (40”) and an Offhanded (30") weapon simultaneously, up to a 

One-handed (40”) weapon in conjunction with thrown weapons, or a 

bow and arrows.

6

No. They cannot.

Can you join a Clan as a Squire?

As a Squire you cannot join a clan.
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1

1 second

How many seconds must pass before you can damage the same area 

twice?

You cannot deliver additional damage to an area until 1 second has 

passed in between your strikes.

2

within your arm's reach

What is the closest you should ever get to those you are engaging 

in combat with?

You cannot be within arm’s reach of Players that you are engaged in 

combat with.

3

none of those

Which of the following are allowed at PHLARP; power swings, 

baseball swings, wind-up swings, whirlwind swings, or stepping into 

your swings?

You cannot power swing, baseball swing, wind-up swing, whirlwind 

swing, or step into your swings. We are here to have fun NOT to 

hurt each other! Aggressive or dangerous behavior will result in 

disciplinary actions being taken against you.

4

3 seconds

If you perform 3 consecutive swings that are completely 

uncalculated in their trajectory  how long must you wait before 

attacking again?

If you perform 3 consecutive swings that are completely 

uncalculated in their trajectory you must let 3 seconds pass 

before swinging again.

5

through the resurrection point

If you call caution how must you re-enter battle?

You should loudly yell, "Caution!" if you become hurt and you need a 

moment to recover. If you do call caution you must go to the edge 

of the battlefield to recover for at least 100 seconds. If you need 

any additional time beyond 300 seconds you must forfeit the event. 

If you are attacking a Player and he yells “caution!” You must stop 

attacking him, help him if you can or at the very least leave him alone 

while he recovers. If you call caution you must re-enter the battle 

at the Portal of Pandoom. Misuse of this call will result in 

disciplinary action being taken against you.
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6

once they verbally state that they are ready to engage in combat

If a Player loses their glasses, when can you start attacking that 

Player again?

If your glasses get knocked off you should yell loudly “Glasses!” 

and everyone around you must stop moving and fighting, and help 

you to at least locate your glasses and get them back in your 

possession. As soon as you have your glasses back in your hands all 

of the other Players around you can continue battling, within 

reason, but they cannot attack you until you verbalize loudly that 

you are ready. Misuse of this call will result in disciplinary action 

being taken against you.

7

no

Can you full draw a bow to intimidate other players?

You cannot throw a thrown weapon any harder, or draw a bow back 

any further, than is necessary in order for your projectile to reach 

your target.

8

only if you only have one undamaged hand

When can you attack with only one hand on your two-handed 

weapon, exotic length weapon, or staff?

You cannot attack with a two-handed weapon, an exotic length 

weapon, or a staff if you only have one hand holding on to it unless 

you have a damaged arm.

9

as soon as possible

How long can you wait after receiving a head or neck strike before 

indicating, verbally or otherwise, that your head or neck was 

struck?

You can ignore effects and strikes that are delivered to your head 

or neck if you shout "head" or "neck" as you receive them.

10

take the damage or say "graze!" and ignore it

If a weapon hits your shield, bends around it, and then strikes your 

arm, what are your two options?

You can ignore strikes that first contact your weapon or shield and 

then you, including your hand, as long as the strikes maintain 

contact with your weapon or shield and you yell "Graze!" as they 

are happening.
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11

you die

What happens if your damaged arm receives an additional strike?

Your arm area consists of your arm and hand, stopping at your arm 

pits. If you receive a strike on your arm area and you are holding 

anything with only that hand, then you must immediately drop it. If 

you wish to continue to carry or wield it, you must recover it from 

the ground with your undamaged hand. If your damaged arm receives 

an additional strike, then the strike becomes fatal.

12

then both of your legs become damaged

What happens if both of your butt cheeks receive damage?

Your leg area consists of anything below your belt, except your 

genitals. If you receive a strike on your leg area your leg receives 

damage and you must hop, go down on the knee of the struck leg, or 

favor it. If you are struck in an already damaged leg and you have an 

undamaged leg then your undamaged leg becomes damaged too and 

you must kneel, sit, or crawl. If you receive a strike on your butt 

your leg on that side receives damage and if you receive a strike 

across your entire butt then both of your legs receive damage. If 

you are struck in an already damaged leg and you do not have any 

undamaged legs left then the strike becomes fatal.

13

5 seconds

How long must you wait before you can begin bleeding out if you 

lose all your limbs?

If all of your limbs become damaged you may begin bleeding out after 

5 seconds.

14

die or take a leg and verbally state which leg

If you are struck in your genitals what are your two possible 

options?

If you are struck in your genitals and you do not need a moment to 

recover you can choose which one of your legs will receive the 

damage if you verbally communicate this choice so that your 

attacker understands what is happening. If you do need a moment to 

recover, then the strike becomes fatal. This rule exists only to 

address and simplify this type of situation, please do not aim for 

anyone's genitals.
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yes

Is a strike to the area between your shoulder and neck considered 

fatal?

Your torso area consists of your back, stomach, and chest. If you 

receive a strike to any of these areas it is considered a fatal strike.

16

a disarm, a knee touch, and a 3 second stun, depending on where it 

hits you

What are the 3 possible effects that a staff can cause?

You cannot deliver damage with a staff. Instead, if you deliver a 

strike to an enemy’s arm area then his arm is disarmed, a strike to his 

leg area causes him to touch the knee of his struck leg to the 

ground, and a strike to his torso area causes him to become stunned 

for 3 seconds.

17

they are dead but your arm is still damaged

What happens if your arm is struck as you fatally strike someone?

If you deliver a fatal strike at the same time that you receive a fatal 

strike then both strikes count. This is called a "double kill". If you 

strike someone and kill them as they deliver damage to you then they 

are dead but your arm is still damaged.

18

50%

Role playing your death causes your bleed out to be reduced by 

what percentage?

If you receive a fatal strike you must begin bleeding out by kneeling 

with your weapons or hands on your head for a minimum of 10 

seconds or by acting out your death for a minimum of 5 seconds. You 

can Bleed Out for up to a maximum of 10 seconds for every true 

level you have achieved. You cannot not move or speak in any 

intelligible way while you are Bleeding Out. If another player begins 

casting an ability on you while you are bleeding out you must allow 

them to attempt to complete the ability even if you are beyond your 

minimum Bleed Out time.
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by outing your weapons on top of your head

How do you broadcast that you are a ghost?

Once you have finished Bleeding Out you must move off of the 

battlefield or to the Portal of Pandoom if possible and you can pick 

up your weapons in the immediate area of roughly 30’. While you are 

doing this, you are considered a Ghost and you must keep your 

weapons and/or hands on your head to visually broadcast the fact 

that you are a Ghost to others. If it is too dark out to see, then you 

must activate a blue light to show that you are a Ghost or verbally 

communicate that you are a Ghost.

20

You become damaged in the area unless your opponent states, 

unprompted, that you do not have to.

What happens if you are struck in your garb?

A strike to your garb or costume causes you to receive damage 

unless the attacker who delivered it explicitly states, without 

inquiry,  that you do not have to.
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1

they must verbally ask you to or agree to it

What conditions must be met in order for you to mercy kill an ally?

You can mercy kill an ally that has verbally communicated his desire 

to be slain in this manner. You cannot however, mercy kill a 

shackled Player unless you strike him with fatal ability damage.

2

1

How many summoned creatures can you have summoned at one time?

You can only have one of your summoned creatures summoned at a 

time.

3

No. You can do both of these things freely so long as you do not 

move your feet or take damage.

Does defending yourself or delivering damage interrupt your 

attempt to loot?

You can loot a bleeding out player if you shout "looting 1, looting 

2, looting 3, looting 4, looting 5, success" as you extend one of 

your open hands out over them. You must not move your feet, take 

any damage, or receive any effects or your looting is considered 

interrupted and you must restart your count. If they have a lootable 

item on them they must give it to you upon them being successfully 

looted. If they have more than one lootable item on them then they 

can choose which item to give to you. Lootable items include but are 

not limited to copper and magical items. If they do not have any 

lootable items on them they must say "you find nothing" after a 

successful loot.

4

No. You can infinitely deny a request loot and they must return the 

object to you anytime you ask for it.

If someone request loots something from you do you have to give it 

to them?

You can attempt to loot anything that you see from any other player 

(a piece of garb, their weapon, an item, etc.) if you shout "looting 1, 

looting 2, looting 3, looting 4, looting 5, success, can I have 

[whatever you are attempting to loot]?!" as you extend one of your 

hands out over them. You must not move your feet, take any damage, 

or receive any effects or your looting is considered interrupted 

and you must restart your count. The bleeding out player can 

choose to infinitely deny your request. If the Player asks you 

directly for their item back in an out of game manner then you must 

also give it to them.
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5

PHLARP issued items must be kept on you at all times.

6

No. You must remain bleeding out until they succeed or fail in their 

attempt to loot you.

Can you get up if begin to get looted one second before your 

maximum or minimum Bleed Out time?

If you are bleeding out, and a player attempts to loot you, your 

minimum and maximum bleed out time can be extended but only long 

enough to facilitate their attempt to loot you. Once their attempt 

has been made, if your total time bleeding out was beyond or equal 

to your minimum or maximum bleed out time then you can immediately 

become a ghost.

7

yes

If you receive damage while performing an ability it is interrupted but 

is it spent?

If you are performing an Ability on, or with, an ally and either of you 

receive damage or move your feet then your Ability has no effect, it 

is considered interrupted, and it is still spent.

8

yes

If you move your feet while performing an ability that has a tied 

component it is interrupted but is it spent?

If you begin performing an Ability that has a tied component and you 

receive damage or move your feet before you remove your hands 

from the band, even if you have already tied it, then your Ability has 

no effect, it is considered interrupted, and it is still spent.

9

no

Can you leave PHLARP with someone else's band?

If a Player performs an Ability on you that has a component that you 

must to keep until after the event has ended please, be sure to 

remember to return it to them.

10

by throwing it at the ground instead of a person

How do you perform a packet ability on yourself?

If an Ability with a packet component states that you can be a 

possible target you must strike the ground with the packet instead 

of a Player to perform the Ability on yourself.
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11

"Slow , slow 2, slow 3, slow 4, slow 5, slow 6, slow 7, slow 8, slow 

9, slow 10!"

If someone strikes you with an ability that slows you for 10 seconds 

how should you verbalize the count?

While you are shouting verbals and durations that are beneficial to 

you, such as casting an ability or summoning a creature, you must 

alternate between shouting the current number of your count and 

a shortened version of the name of the ability that you are casting. 

While you are counting durations that are unbeneficial to you, such 

as receiving a movement impairing effect, you must alternate 

between the current number of your count and either, the effect of 

the ability, or a shortened version of the name of the ability.

12

50'

How close should you be from someone before they should, 

hypothetically, begin to hear you shouting a verbal?

You must shout verbals and durations loud enough so that anyone 

that is within 50’ of you can hear them.

13

1 second

How long must you wait before taking a step if you are slowed?

If you become slowed, you cannot take more than one step a second.

14

yes

Can you pivot or use your arms while rooted?

If you become rooted, you must keep one of your feet (sometimes it is 

a specific foot) in the same exact geographical location on the 

ground for the duration of the root effect. You may pivot on your 

rooted foot and continue to use your undamaged arms.

15

you must lower all of your weapons and shield and remain still for 

the duration of the stun effect

What should you do if you are stunned?

If you become stunned, you must lower all of your weapons and 

shield and remain still for the duration of the stun effect.
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16

only with an ability

Can you kill a shackled Player?

If you receive an effect that causes you to be shackled you must 

stop moving, drop all of the weapons, items, arrows, etc. that you 

are holding and wait to be “Shackled”. Once you are put in the 

Shackle component you cannot hold anything and you cannot move 

unless a Player is holding the other end of the shackle and 

prompting you to do so. There are Abilities that remove this effect 

and you can still be shackled even if you have damaged limbs. If you 

are shackled you cannot be damaged by anything other than ability 

damage.

17

after the current event

If your weapon becomes broken how long must you wait until it is 

repaired naturally?

If your weapon or shield receives an effect that causes it to become 

"broken" no one can wield it until it becomes Repaired via an Ability, 

or, if you are playing an event, until the event ends.

18

no

Can you be Resurrected if you  become mutilated?

If you become mutilated you must begin (or continue) Bleeding Out 

and you cannot receive beneficial ability effects (such as 

Resurrection, Rebirth, Creepy Crawler, etc.) and you must bleed out 

for your full minimum bleed out time.

19

You cannot pin a weapon, shield, or item. Pinning is defined as 

immobilizing a weapon, shield, or item in a way that another player 

cannot free it by simply  pulling it back. You cannot step on or 

physically hold down a weapon or any other item to prevent 

someone from grabbing it.
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1

your membership level

What is your XP rate based on?

Participating in PHLARP will grant you XP for your Character which 

will accumulate towards levels which will grant you ability points 

that you can spend on abilities similar to a tabletop or video game 

RPG. Your XP rate is based on your Membership level and everyone 

starts as a Copper level member.

2

10

How much does a copper level member receive for winning 1st place 

in an event?

Everyone starts at the Copper level of membership and at that level 

you will receive 5 XP per hour that you are logged in, 5 XP per event 

that you participate in, 3 XP for placing 3rd in an event, 5 XP for 

placing 2nd, 10 XP for placing 1st, and 5 XP for winning a team 

based event.

3

15

How much does a silver level member receive for winning 1st place 

in an event?

You can purchase Silver level membership for a weekend for 5$, a 

month for 15$, or a year for $150. If you are a Silver level member 

you will receive 10 XP per hour that you are logged in, 10 XP per 

event that you participate in, 5 XP for placing 3rd in an event, 10 XP 

for placing 2nd, 15 XP for placing 1st, and 10 XP for winning a team 

based event.

4

25

How much does a gold level member receive for winning 1st place in 

an event?

You can purchase Gold level membership for a weekend for 10$, a 

month for 20$, or a year for $200. If you are a Gold level member 

you will receive 20 XP per hour that you are logged in, 20 XP per 

event that you participate in, 15 XP for placing 3rd in an event, 20 

XP for placing 2nd, 25 XP for placing 1st, and 20 XP for winning a 

team based event.
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5

60%

How much of your total garb must consist of costume in order for 

you to receive bonus XP?

Each weekend that you wear 60% of a costume you will receive 5 XP 

if you are a Copper level member, 10 XP if you are a Silver level 

member, or 15 XP if you are a Gold level member.

6

donating a still useable piece of LARP equipment or 5$

What is one of the two possible ways to receive XP for donating to 

PHLARP?

Donation XP is rewarded up to twice a week for two of the 

following, including two of the same type of donation; donating a 

still useable piece of LARP equipment (depending on the quality you 

may be able to get more than one instance of donation XP out of one 

item but never more than two total redeemed each weekend) , or 5$ 

(Half of which goes to a charity at the end of the month) The amount 

of XP awarded is based on your Membership level and is the 

equivalent of playing in an event for each instance of donation.

7

100 XP

How much XP do you get if you refer someone to PHLARP?

You will receive 100 XP for each Player that you refer to PHLARP 

that participates in at least one Patrol.
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1

no

Can you change your character's name?

Once you choose your Character's name and develop his origin 

story you cannot change it.

2

warrior, priest, ranger, paladin, rogue, and wizard

What are the 6 different classes available?

At 1st level you must choose a Class for you Character and then 

until you achieve 6th level the weapons that you are allowed to 

wield and the pool of abilities that are available to you to allocate 

your Ability Points into is based on your class and your level. You 

can choose from 6 different Classes; Rogue, Priest, Wizard, 

Warrior, Paladin, and Ranger.

3

the damage passes through the weapon and damages you

What happens if you defend with a weapon that you do not have the 

training to wield?

You can only wield certain weapons depending on which Class you 

choose. If you are holding a weapon that you do not have the 

training to wield then you cannot deliver damage with it and any 

strikes that are delivered to it pass through it and damage your arm.

4

6

How many ability points total does a non- human have at third level?

You will receive Ability Points (AP) equal to each level you achieve 

up to 9th level. For example: 1st level = 1 AP, 2nd level = 2 AP, 3rd 

level = 3 AP etc.

5

3

How many times total can you purchase an ability below 9th level?

You can purchase Abilities, up to 9th level, which are not passive a 

maximum of three times and each Ability costs its level in AP. 

Generally, Abilities that are not passive can be performed once per 

event per purchase.

6

yes

Can you save your ability points?

You can save your AP or allocate them within your available Class 

abilities however you choose, up to 10th level.
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7

you get your abilities at their respective level and have no choice or 

ability points awarded and you can only use them once per event

What are the 2 difference between abilities below 10th level and 

abilities 10th level and above?

Abilities that are 10th level and above are granted at their 

respective levels instead of AP and can only be used once per event.

8

a silver, or ten copper

How much does it cost to reallocate your ability points within your 

class if you are 2nd level?

You can re-allocate your AP within your Class for a silver per level.

9

no

Are all of the abilities of each variant exclusive to only that 

variant?

Most of the Classes within PHLARP each have two main variants and 

there are also abilities that are shared between both variants. Once 

you choose an Ability that is exclusive to either variant then you 

cannot choose abilities that are exclusive to the other variant.

10

4

How many variants of wizard are there?

The variants of the Wizard class differ from the others in that 

there are four total variants of Wizards. Instruction is the opposite 

of Construction and Destruction is the opposite of Obstruction. 

Once you choose an Ability then you have chosen that Ability’s 

variant as your main variant and you must then always have more AP 

spent in your main variant than any other. You cannot choose from 

your opposite variant, although you can choose from the other two. 

For example: If you initially choose the Ability Slow then your main 

variant would be Instruction and you would always have to have 

more AP spent in total on Abilities of the Instruction variant and 

you can never choose Abilities of the Construction variant. 

Additionally, if you are a Wizard you will start with the Ability Magic 

Stone or Dagger Training regardless of the variant you choose and 

it does not cost you any AP.

11

no

Are the classes that are in the game now the only classes that will 

ever exist?

Some Classes are locked until further development.
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12

30 days

How long do you have to request a refund of ability points that you 

have spent on an ability that becomes altered?

If you purchase an Ability and its mechanics become altered you can 

have the AP you spent on that ability refunded for up to one month 

after it has been altered.

13

30 days

How long do you have to request a shuffling of your ability points 

to purchase a new ability after the release of it, assuming it is within 

your variation and level?

If a new Ability is introduced for your Class and variant, and it is 

equal to or less than your level, you can retroactively purchase it 

by sacrificing an Ability or combination of Abilities of equal value in 

AP for the new Ability. If you sacrifice multiple Abilities they cannot 

be of greater value than necessary when efficiently combined. For 

example: If the Ability Deku Nut gets introduced into PHLARP at 

level 6  (provided it meets all the previously stated criteria) you can 

sacrifice a level 5 Ability and any other Ability up to 5th level, 

because if either one of the Abilities sacrificed was 6th level or 

higher you wouldn’t need to sacrifice any more Abilities to purchase 

Deku nut. You can do this every time a new Ability is introduced for 

up to a month after it has been released.

14

at the fantasy racial ability's respective level

How will you receive abilities as a non-human?

At 1st level you must choose a fantasy race for you Character. 

Depending on your choice, you will receive abilities at various levels 

and you must adhere to various limitations that are inherit to your 

character's fantasy race. These limitations commonly involve 

restricting various fantasy races from learning levels in various 

Classes or at a reduced rate. You can choose from 3 different 

fantasy races; Human, Dwarf, and Wood Elf.

15

you can only use your fantasy racial abilities if you are wearing your 

racial identifier but you must adhere to the cons regardless

What are the pros and cons of wearing or not wearing your racial 

identifier?

You must wear the physical identifier of your character's fantasy 

race in order to perform your Racial Abilities, however, you must 

adhere to your Racial limitations regardless of whether you are 

wearing your Racial identifier or not.
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16

no

Are the races that are in the game now the only races that will ever 

exist?

Some fantasy races are locked until further development.
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1

from 3 up to the number of clans that have been swore in and are 

still active

What is the maximum and minimum number of players that a clan can 

have in it?

You and 2 other Players can create a “clan” (a team) that will get 

picked and fight together whenever possible depending on the event 

being played. The maximum number of clansmen that you can have in 

your clan, including yourself, is equal to the number of clans that  

currently exist.

2

1

How many Lords can a clan have?

Your Clan must have only one leader and that leader is the Lord of 

your Clan.

3

6

What is the maximum number of players that can win bonus XP as 

member of your clan in an event?

Your Clan can employ Mercenaries as your clan wishes, but only a 

maximum of 6 members, including Mercenaries, can enter each event 

as a representative of your Clan even if the maximum number of 

clans exceeds 6.

4

Primary, secondary, and accent

What are the three types of colors that a clan must choose as their 

clan's colors?

Your Clan must have 1 primary, 1 secondary, and 1 accent color. 

Your Clansmen must all wear some article of clothing that is your 

Clan's primary color.

5

3

How many colors in total is a clan allowed to have within their 

insignia?

Your Clan must have a insignia or symbol of your own design and it 

cannot consist of any other colors than your Clan’s colors.
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6

no. you would part ways after losing consciousness on a boat and 

then reunite at Darvishan

If you share an origin story with another character or clansmen 

can you have traveled here together the entire trip?

Your Clan must have a name, a developed origin story, and be able to 

share some small insight into your Clan's culture or political 

dynamics. Character's can share experiences and even fall 

unconscious on a boat together at a point within their origin story 

but they cannot have reunited until they have reached Darvishan.

7

No

Can you have a sexual pun as a Clan name?

Your Clan’s symbol or insignia, and name, must be approved. This is 

only to determine that no foul language, images, or duplicates are 

being submitted. Your Clan’s information will also be used in 

PHLARP advertisements so anything inappropriate will not be 

approved.

8

no

In a Clan based event can you be hired as a Mercenary if you are in a 

Clan and another Clansmen is also present?

If you are the only one of your Clansmen present, then you can be 

considered a Mercenary, otherwise, you must represent your Clan.

9

taking the Lord's Oath

What is the final step of being recognized as a Lord?

The Lord of your Clan must take the Lord’s Oath before your Clan 

will be recognized.
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1

Anyone who is not in a clan

What is a Mercenary?

If you are not in a Clan then you are considered a Mercenary.

2

that’s up to you and the hiring party

If you are a Mercenary what are the conditions  that will get you 

hired by a Clan?

As a Mercenary the terms of you being hired is up to you and 

whoever is hiring you.

3

yes, but it makes you no longer an ally once you do, so you  cannot 

win XP with that clan

If you are a mercenary can you kill allies during a clan based event?

As a Mercenary you can kill anyone during Clan based events and 

Clans can hire you to increase their numbers.

4

they are personally responsible

Without a Lord who is responsible for Mercenary's staying up to 

date on rule changes or updates?

As a Mercenary you must keep yourself informed of all information 

concerning rules, rule changes, game times, and how to contact 

someone that does know anything that you are not sure about as 

you do not have a Lord.
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1

7

As King, how many clan members can accompany your clan while 

competing in any clan-based events.

If you become the King, then you can have an additional Clan Member 

accompany your clan while competing in any clan-based events.

2

win the battle for the crown

How do you become King?

If you are the Lord of your Clan and your Clan wins the Battle for 

the Crown then you will be crowned King.

3

you can od so infinitely

As King how many times can you choose first during any event that 

Players are offered a choice?

If you become the King, then you can choose first during any event 

that Players are offered a choice.

4

1

How many times can the event Defend Honor be called per weekend?

If you become the King, then you can call the event Defend Honor, 

but this event can only be called once total, each weekend.

5

1

As King, how many times can you veto and change an event per 

weekend?

( Pending) If you become the King, you can veto any event being 

called once per weekend and choose a different one.

6

it is much more difficult to loot

As King, what is the benefit of moving your Loot Chest into the 

castle during your reign.

(Pending Property) If you become the King, then your Clan's Loot 

Chest will be moved into The Castle where it cannot be easily 

looted.

7

no

Can you lose your territory while you are King?

(Pending Property) If you become the King, then you will retain your 

Territory within Campaign.
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8

100%

As King, what percentage of your resources are deposited directly 

into your Loot Chest?

(Pending Property) If you become the King, then your Resources will 

be deposited directly into your Loot Chest.

9

your Clan will ascend one position within the hierarchy of the War 

Council and your Lord must become King

What happens if you win the Battle for the Crown?

(Pending Property) If your Clan wins the Battle for the Crown, then 

your Clan will ascend one position within the hierarchy of the War 

Council and your Lord must become King. If your Clan is not on the 

War Council then your Clan will replace the Clan on the War 

Council that is ranked lowest and you will also inherit their 

territory, loot chest, and their Resources.

10

2

how many votes does the King get during War Council voting?

(Pending Property) If you become the King, then your vote on the 

War Council counts as two votes.

11

That for the rest of the day town is no longer safe for you as you 

can receive damage in town but others still do not

What does it mean if you get exiled?

(Pending) If you become the King, then you can exile one Character 

each weekend  for the entire weekend. Exiling a Character makes it 

so that he is able to receive damage while he is inside of The City yet 

he still cannot deliver damage.
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1

.25 cents a copper

How much is it to buy coins?

In-game currency are called coins and they come in the following 

denominations: a copper (worth 1 unit of currency), a silver (worth 

10 copper), and a gold (worth 10 silver coins or 100 copper coins). 

They can be bought for money for .25 per copper. To purchase or 

loot coins you must have a coin pouch to carry them in, they must be 

stored in your coin pouch, and your coin pouch must remain on you 

and accessible while you are at PHLARP.

2

Weapon enchantments, magical items, or potions

Name one thing you can purchase at the general store?

(Pending) Coins you obtain can be used to purchase various things 

including Weapon enchantments, magical items, potions and more at 

The General Store.

3

barter for items with other Players, (Pending) place bounties, or 

hire Mercenaries

Name something you can use coins for?

Coins you obtain can be used to barter for items with other Players, 

(Pending) place bounties, hire Mercenaries, etc.

4

finishing Quests, killing and looting Wandering Monsters or other 

Players, working or performing tasks for other Players, playing in 

events, winning events, or they can be bought with real money

Name two ways to obtain coins?

You can obtain coins by finishing Quests, killing and looting 

Wandering Monsters or other Players, working or performing 

tasks for other Players, playing in events, winning events, or they 

can be bought with real money.
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1

anonymously report this to the organizers by writing down the 

offense  along with his name in the suggestion box

What is the appropriate response if there are multiple instances of 

you asking a Player if you struck them and they seem to not be 

honoring strikes?

If you observe someone breaking any of these rules, please 

anonymously report this to the organizers by writing down the 

offense and along with his name in the suggestion box. If you report 

a Player and you do want be discreetly informed once the Player 

you are reporting is addressed by the organizers please include 

your name. The Player you are reporting will never know your 

identity. Including your name is only to ensure that the organizers 

can follow up with you about the results of your report.

2

a verbal notification

What disciplinary action does the first offense of a rule generally 

merit?

First offense = verbal notification. An organizer, Marshall, or your 

Lord will discuss with you the rule you broke and the reasoning 

behind why the rule exists. It is possible to receive an XP loss on 

your first offense.  Amount of XP loss will depend on your offense 

and your history as a Player.

3

a written notification

What disciplinary action does the second offense of a rule 

generally merit?

Second offense = written notification. An organizer, Marshall, or 

your Lord will again discuss with you the rule you broke and the 

reasoning behind why the rule exists.

4

a "D-day" meaning an organizer, Marshall, or your Lord will ask that 

you sit out for an entire day to decide your future with PHLARP.

What disciplinary action does the third offense of a rule generally 

merit?

Third offense = A day of decision (D-Day). An organizer, Marshall, or 

your Lord will ask that you sit out for an entire day to decide your 

future with PHLARP.  You must attend for the day but are excluded 

from participation so that you can take time to decide if you want to 

continue playing with us.  You can still get experience for 

attendance for the day, costume, etc.… XP you are excluded from is 

participation only.
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5

a 30 day suspension

What disciplinary action does the fourth offense of a rule 

generally merit?

Fourth offense = suspension. A moderator, Marshall, or your Lord 

will enact a suspension that will be effective immediately and can be 

from the rest of a weekend or up to 30 days (4 weeks). If your 

actions have elicited a suspension, further disciplinary action may 

be taken on a case-by-case basis.

6

some form of banishment, could be 6 or 12 months or forever

What disciplinary action does the fifth offense of a rule generally 

merit?

Fifth offense = from 6 to 12 months up, or even up to a lifetime of 

banishment.  If you attack someone after you have been banished the 

police will be called to escort you away.

7

then you will be disciplined

What happens if PHLARP discovers you have falsely accused 

someone using the reporting system?

Every Report will be investigated and resolved to the best of the 

organizers ability to ensure that we have a safe game for everyone, 

however if an investigation proves the claim to be purposefully 

erroneous in an attempt to abuse this system and harm an innocent 

Player the accuser may face disciplinary actions himself.

8

nope

Is every Player necessarily afforded each step within the 

disciplinary process?

Any aggressive behavior, emotional outbursts, or harmful actions 

will merit quicker punishments up to and including banishment as a 

first offense penalty. For example: if two participants get into a fist 

fight this could lead to a D-day or banishment at the first offense. 

(This would cause you to be banished instantly considering we have 

never had this happen!)
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9

yes

Does verbal abuse merit the use of the reporting system?

If you are being verbally abused or you think someone is swinging 

too hard or trying to abuse you in some way please report this to 

the organizers by writing down the offense and along with his name 

in the suggestion box. If you report a Player and you do want be 

discreetly informed once the Player you are reporting is addressed 

by the organizers please include your name. The Player you are 

reporting will never know your identity. Including your name is only 

to ensure that the organizers can follow up with you about the 

results of your report.


